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Half-precessional dynamics of monsoon rainfall near the East African Equator

Dirk Verschuren1, Jaap S. Sinninghe Damstê2,3, Jasper Moernaut4, Iris Kristen5, Maarten Blauw6, Maureen Fagot1, Gerald H. Haug7,8 & CHALLACEA project members*

External climate forcings—such as long-term changes in solar insolation—generate different climate responses in tropical and high latitude regions1. Documenting the spatial and temporal variability of past climates is therefore critical for understanding how such forcings are translated into regional climate variability. In contrast to the data-rich middle and high latitudes, high-quality climate-proxy records from equatorial regions are relatively few1–4, especially from regions experiencing the bimodal seasonal rainfall distribution associated with twice-annual passage of the Intertropical Convergence Zone. Here we present a continuous and well-resolved climate-proxy record of hydrological variability during the past 25,000 years from equatorial East Africa. Our results, based on complementary evidence from seismic-reflection stratigraphy and organic biomarker molecules in the sediment record of Lake Challa near Mount Kilimanjaro, reveal that monsoon rainfall in this region varied at half-precessional (∼11,500-year) intervals in phase with orbitally controlled insolation forcing. The southeasterly and northeasterly monsoons that advect moisture from the western Indian Ocean were strengthened in alternation when the inter-hemispheric insolation gradient was at a maximum; dry conditions prevailed when neither monsoon was intensified and modest local March or September insolation weakened the rain season that followed. On sub-millennial timescales, the temporal pattern of hydrological change on the East African Equator bears clear high-northern-latitude signatures, but on the orbital timescale it mainly responded to low-latitude insolation forcing. Predominance of low-latitude climate processes in this monsoon region can be attributed to the low-latitude position of its continental regions of surface air flow convergence, and its relative isolation from the Atlantic Ocean, where prominent meridional overturning circulation during more tightly coupled low-latitude climate regimes to high-latitude boundary conditions.

Mechanistic analyses of past climate change in the tropics have been hampered by the fragmentary or poorly dated nature of palaeoclimatic data from key regions; but also by ambiguity about whether low-latitude ocean records are representative of climate history on nearby continents5, and by the difficulty of extracting independent information on past temperature and precipitation from tropical climate archives (Supplementary Discussion 1). To fill this knowledge gap, we reconstructed the history of rainfall and drought near the Equator in East Africa, using two complementary hydrological proxies extracted from the sediment record of Lake Challa, a crater lake on the lower east slope of Mt Kilimanjaro (3°19′S, 37°42′E; Supplementary Discussion 2). In this region bordering the western Indian Ocean, the direct climatic influence of Atlantic Ocean circulation is relatively limited, and seasonal migration of tropical convective activity (the Intertropical Convergence Zone, ITCZ) spans the widest latitude range in the world (Fig. 1b). The Challa climate-proxy record can therefore provide unique information on how varying rainfall contributions from the northeasterly (Northern Hemisphere autumn–winter) and southeasterly (Northern Hemisphere spring–summer) monsoons have shaped climate history at the Equator. We find that long-term rainfall variability in equatorial East Africa is a hybrid of patterns typically documented for the northern and southern tropics. The timing of major wet and dry periods over the past 25,000 years has important implications for the nature of ITCZ migration at orbital timescales, and for the cause of glacial-era drought at the Equator.

The moisture-balance history of equatorial East Africa is revealed in seismic-reflection data of Lake Challa’s bottom deposits, and the branched and isoprenoid tetraether (BIT) index of soil bacterial versus aquatic archaeal membrane lipids extracted from these sediments (Supplementary Methods 2, 3). Past lake-level fluctuations and events of basin-slope failure recorded by seismic stratigraphy (Fig. 2h) correlate tightly to variations in the water content and lithology of the cored sequence (Supplementary Methods 2). Two older units of inferred lowstand date to the early late-glacial period (L6: ∼20,500–14,500 calendar years before present, ∼20.5–14.5 cal. kyr BP) and the Younger Dryas (L5: ∼12.9–12.0 cal. kyr BP), when most East African lakes are known to have experienced low levels1. The four younger, Holocene lowstand units are dated to ∼8.0–6.7 (L4), ∼5.9–4.7 (L3), ∼3.6–3.0 (L2) and ∼0.7–0.6 cal. kyr BP (L1). Seismic-reflection evidence for lake-wide mass wasting events or more local basin-slope failures suggest that the lowstand episodes of units L4, L3 and L1 started with abrupt lake-level decline (Supplementary Methods 2). Another mass-wasting event, dated to ∼23.4 cal. kyr BP, lacks clear evidence of having been followed by an episode of basin-focused sedimentation, suggesting that a Heinrich-2 (H2) period drought affected equatorial East Africa but was short-lived. The unit of strongly focused sedimentation L6′ represents an extreme lowstand below the mean level of L6, and is dated to ∼17.0–16.4 cal. kyr BP, that is, early into the Heinrich-1 (H1) chronozone (Fig. 2h).

The Challa BIT-index record of rainfall-induced surface run-off (Fig. 2g; Supplementary Methods 3) more precisely indicates that post-glacial intensification of the southeasterly Indian Ocean monsoon (driven by increasing summer insolation over North Africa; Fig. 2d) started from 16.5 ± 0.3 cal. kyr BP, and continued into the early
convergence (the North African land mass) were strongly affected by southern Indian Ocean) nor its continental destination of surface flow from the Indian Ocean, neither the source region of moist air (the Algiers, Cairo, Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Dar Es Salaam, Gantsi and Cape Town. Numbered sites (1–9) refer to continental palaeodata in a latitudinal transect mostly bordering the western Indian Ocean, identified in Supplementary Holocene, interrupted only by severe Younger Dryas aridity. Thus, monsoon circulation on the East African Equator started to intensify \( \sim 1,700 \) years before the Indian (that is, South Asian) and East Asian monsoons did so (at 14.8 cal. kyr BP; refs 6, 7 and Fig. 2c). The Asian monsoons are believed to have responded late to insolation forcing because the Arctic sea-ice expansion which cooled northern Eurasia during H1 initially weakened monsoonal moisture advection from the Indian and western Pacific oceans into southern Eurasia\(^8\). Also in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, H1-period slowdown of the meridional overturning circulation\(^9\) and presumed southward shift of the ITCZ\(^{10}\) delayed post-glacial strengthening of the West African monsoon to \( \sim 15 \) cal. kyr BP\(^{11}\). For East African regions receiving rainfall exclusively from the Indian Ocean, neither the source region of moist air (the southern Indian Ocean) nor its continental destination of surface flow convergence (the North African land mass) were strongly affected by H1 cooling\(^{10}\); so moisture advection intensified as soon as enhanced Northern Hemisphere summer insolation created a sufficient land–sea temperature contrast between them\(^{12}\). Considering that tropical wetlands were the probable source of early late-glacial (pre-14.8 cal. kyr BP) CH\(_4\) changes (Supplementary Discussion 3), eastern equatorial Africa must have been among those regions contributing to the rise in atmospheric CH\(_4\) just before and during H1 (Fig. 2a). Throughout the Northern Hemisphere tropics, triggering of strong monsoon circulation was delayed pending favourable land and ocean thermal conditions, which initially remained under the control of climate events in the North Atlantic Ocean (Supplementary Discussion 4).

Our Challa BIT record further shows that drought encompassing the Younger Dryas in equatorial East Africa lasted from 13.3 to 11.7 cal. kyr BP, with most intense aridity during 12.4–12.8 cal. kyr BP, and that at the start of the Holocene the southeasterly monsoon regained its full strength in less than 200 years (Fig. 2g). Within dating error, this end to Younger Dryas drought in East Africa is coeval with corresponding signatures in records of the Indian\(^7\), East Asian (ref. 6 and Fig. 2c), and tropical Atlantic monsoons\(^6,17,18\), testifying to the rapid reorganization of low-latitude atmospheric circulation patterns following abrupt warming in the northern North Atlantic (Fig. 2b). Rapid resumption of ITCZ migration far into the Northern Hemisphere is also indicated by the abruptly intensifying southerly winds at \( \sim 11.7 \) cal. kyr BP across southern equatorial Africa (ref. 14 and Supplementary Discussion 5). The end of African Younger Dryas drought at Challa matches the tentative age assigned to the base of the current ice cap on Mt Kilimanjaro\(^{15}\). It thus appears that Mt Kilimanjaro’s glacial-era ice cap (Supplementary Discussion 6), possibly in retreat since the start of regional post-glacial warming \( \sim 20 \) cal. kyr BP\(^{16}\), was finally eradicated by severe Younger Dryas drought.

In its entirety, the 25,000-year Challa BIT record (Fig. 2g) implies relatively moist conditions in equatorial East Africa during the periods \( >25–20.5 \) (H2 excluded), 14.5–8.5 (the Younger Dryas excluded) and since 4.5 cal. kyr BP; and relative drought during the periods 20–16.5 and 8.5–4.5 cal. kyr BP. The Holocene part of this moisture-balance history differs markedly from that of sites in either northern tropical Africa, or southeastern tropical Africa from \( \sim 9^\circ \) S (Supplementary Discussion 7). Today those regions experience a unimodal seasonal distribution of monsoon rainfall (Fig. 1a) in which the single wet season occurs during peak summer insolation over the corresponding hemisphere; and, like monsoon systems elsewhere\(^6,17,18\), their long-term history reflects (more or less gradual) variation in monsoon strength that is controlled by precession-driven variation in Northern or

*Figure 1* Location and regional climate of the study site. **a**, The location of Lake Challa (yellow dot) in relation to the geographical distribution of seasonal rainfall regimes across Africa\(^7\). Insets, the principal rainfall regimes are illustrated by data on monthly rainfall (January through June/July to December; blue bars at scale intervals of 50 mm) together with the mean and daily range of temperature (red line and ochre shading at scale intervals of 5 °C) at seven representative climate stations; from top to bottom these are Algiers, Cairo, Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Dar Es Salaam, Gantsi and Cape Town. Numbered sites (1–9) refer to continental palaeodata in a latitudinal transect mostly bordering the western Indian Ocean, identified in Supplementary Discussion 4). **b**, Synoptic climatology of tropical East Africa for four representative months. The panels show the seasonal migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and associated rain belts across the study region. Monthly precipitation (shaded green, with contours at 50 mm intervals) is based on gauge data over land, and satellite estimates over sea. Also indicated are wind fields for the 925 hPa pressure level (arrows), with wind speed proportional to arrow length (http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu).
Southern Hemisphere summer insolation (Fig. 2d). In equatorial East Africa, twice-yearly passing of ITCZ-associated rain belts (Fig. 1b) produces a bimodal seasonal rainfall pattern (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Discussion 2), and hence predicts a doubled frequency of precession-driven wet and dry periods as the southeasterly and northeasterly monsoons are enhanced in alternation. Clear manifestation of such ‘double-frequency’ (that is, ~11,500-year interval) wet–dry cycles in a palaeorecord may partly depend on the local prominence of dry seasons, as is the case in semi-arid southeastern Kenya (Supplementary Discussion 2). Over the past 25,000 years, equatorial East Africa experienced high rainfall when early-summer insolation peaked in either the northern or the southern tropics (that is, at ~22.5, 11.5 and 1.5 kyr BP; Fig. 2g, d), the summer/winter inter-hemispheric insolation gradient was large, and either the southeasterly or northeasterly monsoon was intensified19. Rainfall was reduced when the summer/winter insolation (with modest maxima 6–7 kyr BP), and neither monsoon was particularly intensified (Supplementary Discussion 8). From an equatorial perspective, drought at those times may also have resulted because the coincident minimum in summer/winter inter-hemispheric insolation gradient was modest (at 17–18 and 23 kyr BP, illustrating the joint effects on total annual rainfall of (1) a strengthened monsoon associated with a peak summer/winter insolation contrast between the hemispheres (which increases rainfall during either the long or short rain season) and (2) variation in local March or September insolation (with modest maxima causing the ensuing rain season to wither). 

Southern Hemisphere summer insolation (Fig. 2d). In equatorial East Africa, twice-yearly passing of ITCZ-associated rain belts (Fig. 1b) produces a bimodal seasonal rainfall pattern (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Discussion 2), and hence predicts a doubled frequency of precession-driven wet and dry periods as the southeasterly and northeasterly monsoons are enhanced in alternation. Clear manifestation of such ‘double-frequency’ (that is, ~11,500-year interval) wet–dry cycles in a palaeorecord may partly depend on the local prominence of dry seasons, as is the case in semi-arid southeastern Kenya (Supplementary Discussion 2). Over the past 25,000 years, equatorial East Africa experienced high rainfall when early-summer insolation peaked in either the northern or the southern tropics (that is, at ~22.5, 11.5 and 1.5 kyr BP; Fig. 2g, d), the summer/winter inter-hemispheric insolation gradient was large, and either the southeasterly or northeasterly monsoon was intensified19. Rainfall was reduced when the summer/winter insolation (with modest maxima 6–7 kyr BP), and neither monsoon was particularly intensified (Supplementary Discussion 8). From an equatorial perspective, drought at those times may also have resulted because the coincident minimum in local insolation20 during September (17–18 kyr BP) or March (6–7 kyr BP) caused the rain season which followed it to fail or wither (Fig. 2e and Supplementary Discussion 9).
Focusing on the Holocene, the Challa pattern of a short early-Holocene humid period followed first by mid-Holocene drought and then wetter late-Holocene conditions (Fig. 2g, h) has also been recorded at other African lakes located between the Equator and ~8° S (Supplementary Discussion 7). Based on palaeovegetation data, Peyron et al. located the transition area between a wetter (northern tropical) and drier (southern tropical) mid-Holocene climate regime between the Equator and 3° S, that is, just north of Lake Challa. Alternation of wet and dry climate at a half-precession interval is also evident in the early part of the Challa BIT record, as local glacial drought was limited to a ~4,000-year period between 20.5 and 16.5 cal. kyr BP (Fig. 2g). That in eastern (but not western) tropical Africa this ‘Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) drought’ was immediately preceded by a wet phase is well-documented. Recently it has been recognized that in some regions of southeastern tropical Africa even the LGM was not particularly dry. Importantly, we can establish that peak glacial drought in equatorial East Africa overlapped only partly with the LGM proper (Fig. 2g and Supplementary Discussion 10). For most of its duration it instead coincided with a modest summer/winter inter-hemispheric insolation contrast (Fig. 2d), as was the case during the mid-Holocene dry period.

Following mid-Holocene drought, rainfall in equatorial East Africa increased again from ~6.8 cal. kyr BP (peaking between 4.5 and 2 cal. kyr BP), but was modulated by distinct multi-century droughts (Fig. 2g). The double-peaked wet period at ~6.8–5.5 cal. kyr BP, which interrupts mid-Holocene drought in the BIT record and is represented in seismic stratigraphy by the inferred highstand separating L4 and L3 (Fig. 2h), matches the timing of a similarly double-peaked wet period interrupting mid-Holocene drought on Mt Kenya (ref. 24 and Supplementary Discussion 11). Further, the three most prominent dry episodes of the last two millennia recorded at Challa (2.0–1.6, 0.8–0.6 and 0.2–0.15 cal. kyr BP) match the timing of droughts known to have had broad regional impact in continental East Africa (ref. 25 and Supplementary Discussion 12). In summary, our Challa BIT data are also consistent with available regional palaeohydrological information at multi-decadal to century timescales. Notwithstanding our monitoring of the modern system (see Supplementary Methods 3), uncertainty remains regarding the exact process by which branched and isoprenoid tetraterp lipids are transferred to and incorporated in Lake Challa sediments, and hence, about the precise relationship of the Challa BIT index to past rainfall variation in the Challa region at the multi-decadal resolution of our reconstruction. Our confidence in the truthfulness of the Challa BIT index as a hydrological proxy is based partly on its excellent agreement both with the (lower-resolution) Challa seismic-stratigraphic record of past lake-level fluctuations, and with diverse other high-quality palaeohydrological indicators from equatorial East Africa at a wide range of timescales (Figs 2g and Supplementary Fig. 7). The unique combination of adequate time coverage (25,000 years) and high resolution presented by the Challa BIT climate-proxy record, together with the long-term stability of the Challa sedimentary environment (Supplementary Discussion 2), are key to the climate-dynamical insights generated.

In regions bordering the western Indian Ocean, opposite Holocene moisture-balance trends were established in the northern and southern tropics, and a hybrid pattern near the Equator, from immediately after the Younger Dryas (Supplementary Discussion 7). The early end of the African humid period11 near the Equator contrasts with its persistence until ~6.0–5.0 cal. kyr BP in northeastern tropical Africa, related to Northern Hemisphere summer insolation control on Indian monsoon intensity5. During the LGM and the deglaciation period, northern ice-sheet influence and reduced Indian Ocean sea surface temperatures partly overrode low-latitude insolation influence on monsoon intensity and evaporation, creating more cross-equatorial uniformity in moisture-balance trends. Southeastern Africa enjoyed greater moisture than other tropical regions during the LGM proper, partly because of modest (1.5–2.0 °C) glacial cooling of the tropical Indian Ocean26. Also, the southern mid-latitude cooling associated with expanded circum-Antarctic sea ice impeded southward movement of the ITCZ during Southern Hemisphere summer (Fig. 2f), thereby compressing the tropical convective zone to a narrower latitudinal band. These processes worked together with the orbitally enhanced northeasterly monsoon to break LGM-era drought in southeastern tropical Africa. They may also explain the high rainfall in equatorial East Africa immediately before and halfway into the LGM (Fig. 2g). Our equatorial data thus highlight the notion that orbital-scale ITCZ ‘migration’, or shifts in its mean annual latitudinal position, mainly relates to variation in how far high-latitude influences on lower mid-latitude climate allowed the ITCZ to move into the northern or southern hemisphere during summer (Fig. 2f); the cross-equatorial position of the region with twice-annual ITCZ passage, and hence bimodal rainfall regime, was probably not much affected (Supplementary Discussion 13).

The distinct timing of late-glacial drought on the Equator (20.5–16.5 cal. kyr BP) does not fit well with Northern Hemisphere glaciation being its primary driver. It is best attributed to partial failure of the short rain season due to modest local September insolation, perhaps exacerbated by weakening of the southeasterly monsoon due to northern cooling modestly affecting the North African land mass. Following establishment of interglacial temperatures (by 11.5 cal. kyr BP; ref. 16), low-latitude insolation clearly became the dominant driver of regional moisture balance, with strong north–south anti-phasing across the Equator revealing the signature of orbital precession27.

On balance, low-latitude orbital forcing has exerted a dominant influence on climate in the western Indian Ocean throughout the past 25,000 years, including the LGM and deglaciation periods. High-latitude influences challenged this primacy only during the Younger Dryas, Heinrich events (to lesser extent), and perhaps also during some of the multi-century droughts that punctuated the relatively moist Late Holocene (Fig. 2g and Supplementary Discussion 12). Important keys to the near-continuous prominence of low-latitude climate processes in this monsoon region are the low-latitude position of its continental regions of surface air flow convergence (in contrast to those of the Indian and East Asian monsoons) and its relative isolation from the Atlantic Ocean domain, where important latitudinal heat redistribution by the meridional overturning circulation more tightly coupled tropical climate history to high-latitude boundary conditions.

METHODS SUMMARY

A dense grid of echo-sounding and very-high-resolution seismic reflection profiles was acquired in 2003 using a 3.5 kHz Geopulse system. In 2003 and 2005 we recovered from a mid-lake location (Supplementary Fig. 1) gravity cores with intact sediment–water interface, a mini-Kullenberg piston core of 2.6 m length and three parallel UWITEC hammer-driven piston cores of 22 m. After correlation of successive overlapping core sections, and excision of five turbidites (42, 36, 5 and 14 cm thick) that consist largely of re-deposited crater slope material, the recovered sediment profile constituted a continuous, 20.82-m-long composite sequence of mostly finely laminated organic muds rich in diatom silica. Seismic-stratigraphic signatures of past lake-level fluctuation and mass-wasting events were linked to the lithology of the cored sediment sequence at the level of turbidites with clear seismic stratigraphy with 9:1 hexane/dichloromethane and 1:1 dichloromethane/methanol. The core sediment sequence was dated using AMS 14C dates on bulk organic carbon, corrected for an evolving lake-carbon reservoir age through combination with 210Pb-dated sub-recent sediments, AMS 14C dates on grass charcoal, and wiggle-match dating (Supplementary Methods 2).

For organic geochemistry, powdered and freeze-dried sediments (1–3 g dry mass) were extracted by Dionex accelerated solvent extraction with 9:1 dichloromethane/methanol by volume. The extracts were separated by Al2O3 column chromatography with 9:1 hexane/dichloromethane and 1:1 dichloromethane/methanol. The polar fraction was condensed by rotary evaporation, dissolved in 99.1% hexane/methanol, and filtered using a PTFE 0.4 μm filter before analysis. Tetraterp lipids were detected by high-performance liquid chromatography/atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization mass spectrometry (HPLC/APCI-MS). Glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraterp lipids were detected by single ion monitoring of their [M+H] ions.
(dwell time 234 ms), quantified by integration of peak areas, and used to calculate the BIT index (Supplementary Methods 3). All BIT analyses were run in duplicate; average error is <0.01 unit.
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